###### Significance

CFTR is an anion channel that belongs to the ABC transporter superfamily. Deletion of F508 (ΔF508) is known to cause serious gating defects. Our MD simulations revealed two posible origins of the functional defects of this mutant. First, the deletion of F508 causes a disruption of a hydrophobic cluster located at the interface between the nucleotide binding domain 1 (NBD1) and intracellular loop 4. Second, the effect of the F508 deletion propagates into the NBD1--NBD2 interface, resulting in the impairment of their correct dimerization. These findings are useful for drug design.

Cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) is an anion channel that belongs to the ATP binding cassette (ABC) protein superfamily, and its mutations are known to cause CF, which is commonly found in Caucasians \[[@b1-15_33],[@b2-15_33]\]. The deletion of phenylalanine at position 508 (ΔF508) is the most common CF-associated mutation and is present in nearly 90% of CF patients \[[@b2-15_33]\]. The F508 deletion results in greatly reduced folding, as well as both trafficking and gating defects \[[@b3-15_33]--[@b5-15_33]\]. In addition, when ΔF508-CFTR reaches the cell membrane, it exhibits a shorter half-life (\~4 h) than wild-type (WT) (\>48 h) channels either because of more rapid ubiquitin-dependent degradation or, in some cases, defective recycling \[[@b5-15_33]--[@b8-15_33]\].

CFTR consists of two nucleotide-binding domains (NBD1 and NBD2) and two transmembrane domains (TMD1 and TMD2) ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#s1-15_33){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Each TMD has six transmembrane helices (TMs). NBDs and TMDs make contact via four intracellular loops (ICL1--ICL4) \[[@b9-15_33]\]. In addition, there is a regulatory domain (RD) unique to CFTR between NBD1 and TMD2, which regulates CFTR channel activity through phosphorylation by protein kinase A. The F508 residue is located in NBD1 close to its interface with ICL4 \[[@b9-15_33]\]. The ΔF508 mutation likely destabilizes NBD1 and its interaction with other domains \[[@b10-15_33],[@b11-15_33]\], resulting in trafficking and gating defects \[[@b12-15_33]\]. However, early biochemical studies of isolated NBD1 with the ΔF508 mutation showed that the deletion of F508 did not affect the backbone structure, whereas its refolding was impaired \[[@b13-15_33]\]. Indeed, both crystallographic data \[[@b14-15_33]--[@b16-15_33]\] and mass spectral measurements \[[@b17-15_33]\] suggested minimal structural differences between WT-and ΔF508-NBD1. On the other hand, MD simulations \[[@b18-15_33]--[@b21-15_33]\] and a NMR study \[[@b22-15_33]\] indicated that dynamic differences between WT- and ΔF508-NBD1 spread all over the protein.

Although the atomic level mechanism by which deletion of F508 causes observed functional defects of CFTR currently remains unclear, at least three structural and thermodynamic factors have been implicated. First, the ΔF508 mutation causes destabilization of NBD1 itself. Indeed, recent isothermal calorimetric studies suggested that the mutation results in both kinetic and thermodynamic folding defects in the isolated NBD1 domain \[[@b23-15_33],[@b24-15_33]\]. Second, deletion of ΔF508 generates a void at the NBD1/ICL4 interface and thus impairs proper assembly of the NBD--TMD interfaces, which is needed to acquire the final native fold of the whole protein \[[@b16-15_33],[@b25-15_33]--[@b28-15_33]\]. Simultaneous introduction of NBD1-thermostabilizing and NBD1/ICL4 interface-correcting mutations synergistically improves ΔF508 processing to nearly WT levels \[[@b10-15_33],[@b29-15_33]\], indicating that both defects contribute to ΔF508 misprocessing. Third, deletion of F508 likely causes a significant structural perturbation to the NBD1--NBD2 dimer interface, although it is distant from the mutation site \[[@b30-15_33],[@b31-15_33]\]. Jih *et al.* \[[@b30-15_33]\] employed a functional assay to assess the stability of the NBD dimer, and the results suggested that the ΔF508 mutation significantly destabilized the NBD dimer. In addition, a recent NMR study on a ΔF508 NBD1 indicated that the dimerization ability of NBD1 is reduced by the mutation through a conformational change of the Q-loop, which leads to unfavorable homodimerization \[[@b22-15_33]\]. This result may be extended to the case of heterodimerization with NBD2, which is needed for channel gating.

NBD heterodimerization is thought to be essential for CFTR folding and processing \[[@b26-15_33]\], as well as channel gating \[[@b32-15_33]--[@b35-15_33]\]. However, the effect of ΔF508 mutation on NBD heterodimerization is not well studied due to the difficulty in directly measuring dimerization and producing isolated NBD2. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is a unique method that enables us to observe the above dimerization process at the atomic level. Our recent MD simulations for the full WT-CFTR model, except for the R domain, successfully reproduced the dimerization of NBDs induced by the binding of ATP molecules as well as the resultant structural change of TMD, although channel opening was not yet observed due to the short simulation duration time (\~100 ns) \[[@b36-15_33]\]. In addition, we recently applied similar MD simulations to another heterodimeric ABC transporter, TM287/288, and indicated that the binding of two ATP molecules to NBDs induced the formation of the consensus ATP-binding pocket or NBD dimerization \[[@b37-15_33]\]. In these MD simulations, no artificial bias potential was used to enhance protein structural changes \[[@b36-15_33],[@b37-15_33]\]. The successful reproduction of the heterodimerization of the NBDs implies that both the modelling structure and MD simulation protocol used are accurate enough to describe the dynamics of full-size heterodimeric ABC transporters. We expect that the application of such a well-established methodology to ΔF508-CFTR will elucidate the molecular mechanism by which ΔF508-CFTR causes various functional defects, as mentioned above. In this study, we obtain a structural model of ΔF508-CFTR by modifying the WT-CFTR model used in the previous study \[[@b36-15_33]\] and conduct multiple MD simulations of it. We reveal that deletion of F508 causes the disruption of a hydrophobic cluster located at the NBD1/ICL4 interface and that this defect influences the structure of the NBD1--NBD2 interface, consequently leading to incomplete heterodimerization.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Homology Models of WT- and ΔF508-CFTR
-------------------------------------

CFTR has a loop-like structure called the "regulatory insertion (RI)" (residues 403--438) in NBD1 located between strands β1 and β2 of the ABC-specific β (or RecA) subdomain ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#s1-15_33){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). NBD1, NBD2, TMD1 and TMD2 were constructed through 3D homology modeling, the details of which were described in our previous paper \[[@b36-15_33]\] and are not repeated here. RI of WT-CFTR was constructed as follows. We used the PDB structure 1XMI as a template for modeling of NBD1. In this structure, the atomic coordinates of part of RI are determined, although those of A412--L428 are missing. We performed modeling only for this missing part using Discovery Studio 4.0 (Accelrys), which generated energetically reasonable structures for the input primary sequence (A412--L428) without any template. As a result, this part was determined to be disordered. The resultant structure was optimized by energy minimization calculation before MD simulation. The homology modeling was not applied for RD (residues 646--843) because the split channels with no RD were highly active without phosphorylation \[[@b38-15_33]\]. The N-terminal (residues 1--56) and C-terminal (residues 1428--1480) regions were also not considered in this study because no appropriate templates have been found. We compared our WT-CFTR model with other homology models \[[@b39-15_33],[@b40-15_33]\] and a recently reported experimental structure for human CFTR \[[@b41-15_33]\] in [Supplementary Figures S2--S4](#s1-15_33){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The structure of ΔF508-CFTR was obtained as follows. First, we conducted a MD simulation for a system in which the homology modelling structure of WT-CFTR was embedded in the lipid bilayer and obtained the equilibrium structure of the WT protein under the heavy-atom restraints (see below). Next, we carried out homology modelling in which this WT structure was used as a template. Then, the modelling calculation was performed using Discovery Studio 4.0.

The protonation states of all the charged residues were determined on the assumption of pH=7. However, His1402 in the H-loop was doubly protonated.

MD simulations
--------------

MD simulations were performed according to the protocol developed in the previous study \[[@b36-15_33]\]. First, the homology model of WT-CFTR or ΔF508-CFTR was inserted into a 1-palmitoyl-2-oleylphosphatidylcholine (POPC) lipid bilayer. The bilayer structure was prepared by quadrupling a bilayer consisting of 128 POPC molecules downloaded from Tieleman's Web site (available for download from <http://moose.bio.ucalgary.ca/>). Consequently, 484 POPC molecules were present in the bilayer. Subsequently, this system (protein and membrane) was solvated by water molecules, where Na^+^ and Cl^--^ ions were inserted randomly into the solvent to preserve the electric neutrality of the whole system. The resultant system has 59,991 water molecules as well as 133 Na^+^ and 150 Cl^−^ ions, a solution corresponding to 100 mM. The total number of atoms in the systems for the WT-CFTR and ΔF508 mutant was 217,538 and 217,521, respectively.

Each system, including WT-CFTR or ΔF508-CFTR, was relaxed by the steepest descent minimization until the maximum force on any atom was less than 100 kJ/(mol Å). The MD simulation was carried out as follows: the energy-minimized system was first equilibrated for 40 ns with harmonic restraints on all of the heavy atoms of proteins with a strength of 10 kJ/(mol Å^2^); then, production runs were carried out for a total of 100 ns without the restraints. We performed one and three 100-ns-long MD simulations for WT-CFTR or ΔF508-CFTR, respectively. All replicates were initiated with different sets of random velocities. All simulations were conducted under the NPT conditions with a Nosé--Hoover thermostat \[[@b42-15_33],[@b43-15_33]\] and Parrinello--Rahman barostat \[[@b44-15_33]\]. The temperature of the system was kept at 310 K, with separate coupling of solutes (e.g., protein, nucleotides, and lipids) and solvents. The pressure was kept at 1 bar. During the MD simulations, the covalent bonds were constrained by the LINCS algorithm \[[@b45-15_33],[@b46-15_33]\] and SPC water molecules \[[@b47-15_33]\] were constrained with the SETTLE algorithm \[[@b48-15_33]\]. The van der Waals interactions were used with a cutoff distance of 12 Å. The electrostatic interactions were calculated using the particle-mesh Ewald method with a real-space cutoff of 12 Å. The simulation time step was set to 2 fs.

All of the MD simulations were performed using the GROMACS v4.0.7. package \[[@b49-15_33]\]. The GROMOS-87 force field \[[@b50-15_33]--[@b52-15_33]\] was used for the protein, and the SPC model was used for the water molecules. The force field for ATP with a net charge of −4e was obtained by modifying the original GROMOS force field. We removed the hydrogen atom from the protonated γ-phosphate and redistributed the partial charges evenly over the phosphate oxygen atoms. As for the POPC molecules, we used the topology developed by Berger *et al.* \[[@b53-15_33]\] and later modified by Tieleman and Berendsen.\[[@b54-15_33]\] Analysis of the MD trajectories was carried out using GROMACS tools. 3D graphics were produced using Discovery Studio 4.0 (Accelrys).

Results
=======

Structural Stability of WT- and ΔF508-CFTR
------------------------------------------

To check the structural stabilities of the WT and ΔF508 systems during their MD simulations, we calculated the root mean square deviations (RMSDs) of the Cα atoms from their initial modeling structures. The time courses of the RMSDs obtained from a production run of the WT and from three production runs of ΔF508 are shown in [Figure 1A and 1B--1D](#f1-15_33){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. In both the WT and ΔF508 systems, the RMSD values tend to increase with time. In more detail, their changes became slow beyond 70 ns, although the values for TMD2 (C, ΔF508 (2^nd^)) and NBD1 (D, ΔF508 (3^rd^)) still continue to increase significantly. Additionally, it is of note that in both systems, the structural change of NBD1 is remarkably larger than that of NBD2. The larger change of NBD1 is likely ascribed to its template-free modeling part of RI (see below). Since the RMSD values of the whole protein ("All" in [Fig. 1A--1D](#f1-15_33){ref-type="fig"}) continue to increase slightly, the protein is not thought to reach the true equilibrium state. In spite of this, in both systems, the two NBDs dimerized in a head-to-tail fashion, where the RecA subdomain of one NBD faced the helical subdomain of the other NBD ([Fig. 2A and 2B](#f2-15_33){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the 100 ns simulations performed here seem to satisfy the minimal conditions that would be required for our main purposes, i.e., here we investigate how the NBD dimerization is affected by the deletion of F508, and consequently how the NBD-TMD and NBD-NBD interactions responsible for the gating function are disturbed.

[Figure 3](#f3-15_33){ref-type="fig"} shows close-up views of the vicinity of RI, which correspond to the snapshots at 100 ns in the four MD runs. As already described in our previous paper \[[@b36-15_33]\], a part of RI (residues 424--436) in NBD1 of WT-CFTR contacts an upstream portion (residues 1329--1332) of the X-loop in NBD2, which is called the "safety catch" \[[@b39-15_33]\] and likely limits the NBD sliding motion. In contrast, RI of ΔF508-CFTR contacts NBD2 in a different fashion for each run and its conformation tends to be more disordered. In the 2^nd^ and 3^rd^ runs, RI did not catch NBD2, and in the 3^rd^ run, it invades into the NBD1-NBD2 interface and reaches ICL2 to hamper their ideal dimerization. Thus, it is likely that in ΔF508-CFTR the role of RI in catching NBD2 does not work well.

NBD dimerization in the WT- and ΔF508-CFTR systems
--------------------------------------------------

To examine the structure of the NBD1--NBD2 heterodimer in more detail, we measured the center of mass (COM) distance between the Walker A motif of one NBD and the signature motif of the other NBD ([Fig. 4B--E](#f4-15_33){ref-type="fig"}). These motifs should be paired with each other to form an ATP-binding pocket (ABP), as illustrated schematically in [Figure 4A](#f4-15_33){ref-type="fig"}. Since two ATP molecules bind to the NBDs, two ABPs (red and green lines in [Fig. 4A](#f4-15_33){ref-type="fig"}) are formed, which are hereafter denoted as ABP1 and ABP2, respectively. In the initial state of the WT system, the distance of the Walker A-signature was 20 and 18 Å at the ABP1 and ABP2 sites, respectively. Beyond 10 ns, these distances converged to approximately 10 and 11 Å, respectively, which implies that the two NBDs approached each other and dimerized in an almost ideal fashion. On the other hand, in the ΔF508 system, the Walker A-signature distances in all three different MD runs reached values larger than those in the WT system. In both the 1^st^ and 3^rd^ runs, the values at the ABP1 and ABP2 sites were approximately 14 Å and 12 Å, respectively, and the 100 ns conformations of the NBD dimers in these two runs were very similar to each other with a RMSD of 3.48 Å ([Supplementary Fig. S5](#s1-15_33){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, in the 2^nd^ run, the corresponding distances at the ABP1 and ABP2 sites were 10 Å and 16 Å, respectively, indicating less perfect dimerization in this case. Thus, it is reasonable to choose the 1^st^ or 3^rd^ run as a representative of the ΔF508 system. Hereinafter, we focus mainly on the 1^st^ run, and its results will be compared with those for the WT system.

Motional coupling between the NBDs and TMDs through the ICL
-----------------------------------------------------------

To examine the global protein motion in the WT and ΔF508 systems, we carried out principal component analysis (PCA) for the trajectory data from 90 to 100 ns. The first principal component is illustrated in [Figure 5](#f5-15_33){ref-type="fig"}, where the movement of each Cα atom is indicated by a thin arrow drawn from each Cα position. In the WT system, the NBD1 rotates in a clock-wise direction. The ICLs (ICL1 and ICL4) move in a manner synchronized with the motion of the NBDs: the ICLs move to the right. This rotational motion is exactly like a "nodding-like" motion upon conformational transition from an inward-facing to an outward-facing conformation, which we discussed in our previous study \[[@b55-15_33]\]. Such a characteristic correlated motion was also found on the NBD2 side (data not shown). By contrast, on the NBD1 side of the ΔF508 system, the motional correlation between the NBD1 and ICLs disappeared, so that these regions moved in an anti-parallel fashion and the motion of ICLs was randomly disturbed. On the NBD2 side, however, the correlated motion was maintained between the NBD2 and ICLs, and was similar to the WT system ([Supplementary Fig. S6](#s1-15_33){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, the decorrelation on the NBD1 side might arise from a structural defect, e.g., deletion of F508, in the NBD1. It has been hypothesized that the ICLs act as transmitters, propagating the motion generated in the NBD engine to the TMDs. These PCA results suggest that such a function of the ICL is seriously affected by the defect of the partner NBD.

Structural changes at the NBD-ICL interface caused by the deletion of F508
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

F508 is located at the interface between the helical subdomain in NBD and ICL4 ([Fig. 6A](#f6-15_33){ref-type="fig"}), a region responsible for the communication between NBDs and TMDs. Here, we analyze how the deletion of F508 influences the local structure around the original F508 position.

In [Figure 6B and 6C](#f6-15_33){ref-type="fig"}, a close-up view of the helical subdomain side of the interface between NBD1 and ICL4 is shown. In the WT, aromatic amino acid residues (F508, W496, F1068 and F1074) form a hydrophobic cluster ([Figs. 6B](#f6-15_33){ref-type="fig"} and [7A](#f7-15_33){ref-type="fig"}), where [Figure 7](#f7-15_33){ref-type="fig"} shows the distances between F508 and these residues. Among these four aromatic residues, F508, W496 and F1068 already formed a cluster in the starting homology model, while F1074 participated in a cluster at the initial stage of the MD simulation. The inter-residue distance between any two amino acids forming this cluster was kept almost constant throughout the MD simulation, which indicates the good stability of the cluster. Thus, this cluster likely plays an important role in the mechanical connection between NBD1 and ICL4. On the other hand, such a hydrophobic cluster was disrupted by deletion of F508 ([Figs. 6C](#f6-15_33){ref-type="fig"} and [7B](#f7-15_33){ref-type="fig"}), and a similar disruption was also observed in the 3^rd^ run of the ΔF508 system (data not shown), in which the conformation of the NBD dimer was similar to that in the 1^st^ run as described above. The disruption of the hydrophobic cluster might lead to an unfavorable interaction between NBD1 and ICL4, resulting in the decorrelated motion between them ([Fig. 5C](#f5-15_33){ref-type="fig"}).

To understand the interaction between the NBDs and ICLs in more detail, we analyzed the interaction between the RecA subdomains of NBD1 and the ICL1. Hereinafter, we introduce a symbol \@xxx to show where a given amino acid residue is located: for example, F508\@NBD1 means that F508 is located in NBD1. [Figure 8A and 8C](#f8-15_33){ref-type="fig"} show the cross section of the NBD1/ICL1 interface in the WT and mutant systems, respectively. In the WT, on the RecA side of NBD1, E474\@NBD1, located in the downstream region of the Walker A motif, formed a hydrogen bond network including R1066\@ICL4 and S169\@ICL1 ([Fig. 8B](#f8-15_33){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, it was suggested by the model that S168\@ICL1 interacts with E476\@NBD1. In ΔF508, on the RecA subdomain side, the interaction between E476 and K174 of ICL1 was observed ([Fig. 8D](#f8-15_33){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the hydrogen bonds present in the WT system disappeared. In summary, in the mutant, in addition to the disruption of the hydrophobic cluster ([Fig. 6C](#f6-15_33){ref-type="fig"}), the mode and number of the inter-residue interactions were also significantly changed on the RecA sides of the NBD1/ICL1 interface.

Structural changes at the NBD1-NBD2 interface induced by the ΔF508 mutation
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The major parts of the structural changes induced by deletion of F508 occurred at the initial phase (0--5 ns) of the MD simulation. To investigate collective motions in this phase, we performed PCA analysis to reveal which modes of molecular motion caused such a structural change. As a result, the first principal component (PC1) in the WT corresponds to the closure motion of the two NBDs and can be supposed to govern the total motion of the protein because its relative contribution was 39.4% of the total protein motion ([Supplementary Fig. S7](#s1-15_33){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is consistent with the observation that NBD dimerization occurred at 0--5 ns ([Fig. 4B](#f4-15_33){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, in the ΔF508 system, the main motion was assigned to a tilting movement of NBD1 against the ICLs (ICL1 and ICL4), consequently leading to a distortion of the relative position between NBD1 and ICL4.

It is of great interest to clarify whether the mutation-induced structural change of the NBD1/ICL4 interface influences the NBD1--NBD2 interface. For this purpose, we examined the interaction between the ATP molecule accommodated in the ABP and its surrounding amino acid residues in both the WT and ΔF508 systems. The result is shown in [Figure 9](#f9-15_33){ref-type="fig"}, where Walker A and signature motifs are abbreviated as WA and C, respectively. In the WT system, ATP molecules are sandwiched between the Walker A motif of one NBD as well as the signature motif and D-loop of the other NBD in both ABPs. There were many hydrogen bonds that can be found between the γ-phosphate moieties of the ATP molecules and the neighboring residues of the signature motifs (shown in [Fig. 9](#f9-15_33){ref-type="fig"} left). In particular, hydrogen bond formation between an ATP and G550 (and G551) and between the other ATP and H1348 are thought to make important contributions to the stabilization of the NBD dimer. In both ABPs, T460 (ABP1) and T1246 (ABP2) of the Walker A interact with D1377 (ABP1) and D579 (ABP2) of the D loops, respectively, and simultaneously interact with the amino acid residues (Q1352 and R555, respectively) located in the downstream regions of the signature motifs. Namely, the NBD dimer is stabilized not only by the "glue" effect of ATP (hydrogen bond formation between ATP and its surrounding residues) but also by the inter-residue interactions between the two NBDs \[[@b36-15_33]\]. On the other hand, in the ΔF508 system, the NBD1--NBD2 interaction network was considerably modified. In particular, the distances between the γ-phosphate of an ATP and G550 (G551) and between that of the other ATP and H1348 (G1349) are considerably elongated, so that these interaction pairs were no longer regarded to be hydrogen bonds. Instead, these residues in the signature motifs interact with the adenine ring of the nearby ATP. In addition, the inter-residue interactions between the Walker A motif and D loop (dotted line in [Fig. 9](#f9-15_33){ref-type="fig"}) were modified. Consequently, it can safely be said that the NBD1--NBD2 dimer in the ΔF508 system is far from the ideal form found in the WT.

Discussion
==========

The regulatory domain (RD) with multiple consensus sequences for PKA-dependent phosphorylation initially regulates the CFTR channel activity \[[@b1-15_33]\]. Once the RD is phosphorylated, the CFTR channel is opened by ATP binding to NBDs and subsequent NBD dimerization. Deletion of F508 impairs channel opening, which implies that this mutation perturbs NBD heterodimerization and the NBD-TMD mechanical coupling. However, the former is not immediately obvious because ΔF508 caused limited alterations to the NBD1 structure \[[@b13-15_33]--[@b17-15_33]\], and additionally, the mutation is not located near the dimer interface. In addition, MD simulations have indicated that dynamic differences between WT-and ΔF508-NBD1 spread all over the protein \[[@b18-15_33]--[@b21-15_33]\]. Thus, deletion of F508 should affect multiple steps of the reaction cycle of CFTR. Elucidation of the atomic level mechanism of dysfunction caused by the deletion of F508 is important not only for basic protein science but also for medical treatment. It has not been well studied due to the difficulty of directly monitoring NBD heterodimerization. Recently, for WT-CFTR, Rahman *et al.* successfully investigated the inward- to outward-facing conformational transition induced by NBD heterodimerization using targeted MD simulation, but they have not yet applied this method to ΔF508-CFTR. In this study, the atomic-level structure and dynamics of ΔF508-CFTR were investigated using the MD simulation protocol that successfully reproduced the NBD heterodimerization of CFTR \[[@b36-15_33]\] and TM287/288 \[[@b37-15_33]\] in our previous studies.

The clustering of several aromatic amino acid residues around F508 in CFTR has been found first by cysteine cross-linking experimental study \[[@b11-15_33]\] as well as by a homology modeling study based on Sav1866 \[[@b56-15_33]\], and recently by cryo-EM studies of zebrafish and human CFTRs \[[@b9-15_33],[@b41-15_33]\] In [Supplementary Figure S8](#s1-15_33){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we provided a comparison between the aromatic acid residues cluster found in this study with that in the cryo-EM study on human CFTR \[[@b41-15_33]\]. In addition, a recent computer modeling study has already predicted that the hydrophobic cluster is disrupted by the deletion of F508, resulting in the formation of a cavity at the NBD1/ICL4 interface \[[@b57-15_33]\]. Therefore, the present results for the hydrophobic cluster are consistent with those of the previous studies.

According to the present study, in addition to the helical subdomain side, the RecA side at the NBD1/ICL1 interface is also influenced by the deletion of F508 ([Fig. 8](#f8-15_33){ref-type="fig"}). In general, ICLs act as transmitters connecting NBDs and TMDs, and thus, it is likely that the irregular motion of ICLs causes significant modulations on TMD motion, resulting in opening and gating defects. This model may be supported by some experiments that investigated the effect of chemical modifications at the NBD-ICL interface on the protein activity. For example, cross-linking between NBD1 and ICL3 (or ICL4) or between NBD1 and ICL3 inhibits channel activity \[[@b58-15_33],[@b59-15_33]\]. These observations suggest that TMD-NBD cross-talk is disrupted by the mutation at the NBD-ICL interface.

Next, we discuss how defects at the NBD1/ICL interface influence dimerization of NBD1 and NBD2. Jih *et al.* performed a functional assay to assess the stability of the NBD dimer \[[@b30-15_33]\], and found that the pyrophosphate (PPi)-induced locked-open time of the ΔF508 system was dramatically shortened, suggesting that the ΔF508 mutation destabilizes the NBD dimer states. According to the present MD simulation results, the inter-residue interaction network around the bound ATP is broken in the mutant ([Fig. 9](#f9-15_33){ref-type="fig"}): ATP is not surrounded by the canonical sandwich structure formed by the Walker A and signature motifs in the ΔF508 system. This would result in a reduction of the ATP hydrolysis activity and in turn exert a harmful influence on the channel gating in the TMDs.

It is of great interest to elucidate the mechanism by which the deletion of F508 might impair NBD heterodimerization despite the fact that F508 is relatively distant from the dimer interface. A recent NMR study on two NBD1 dimerization showed that residues in the Q-loop segment of the WT NBD1 exist in equilibrium between two states \[[@b22-15_33]\]. From the chemical shift data, it was inferred that the deletion of F508, which interacts with W496 in the Q-loop, pushes the conformation of the Q-loop toward the state that is less compatible with dimerization. According to our MD simulation results, W496 is a member of the hydrophobic cluster around F508 ([Fig. 6B](#f6-15_33){ref-type="fig"}) and its side chain orientation significantly changed as a result of the deletion of F508 ([Fig. 6C](#f6-15_33){ref-type="fig"}). It was found that the orientation of Q493 and the position of the Q-loop is changed with the mutation ([Supplementary Fig. S9](#s1-15_33){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, our MD data seem to partly support the above mechanism based on the NMR data. In addition, as described below, we propose other mechanisms responsible for the impairment of NBD heterodimerization in the ΔF508 system.

The change of the dynamic behavior of RI seems to be a factor hampering the ideal NBD heterodimerization. As shown in [Figure 3B--3D](#f3-15_33){ref-type="fig"}, RI in the ΔF508 system does not catch NBD2 firmly, while RI in the WT system catches the upstream portion of the X-loop in NBD2, known as "safety catch" \[[@b39-15_33]\]. The observation that the dynamics of RI is dramatically changed with the deletion of F508 can be accounted for by considering the correlated motion within NBD1. A recent study on the correlated motion of NBD1 has indicated that both F508 and RI move in a highly correlated fashion and thus the deletion of F508 affects the dynamics of RI, resulting in an increase of its thermal fluctuation \[[@b20-15_33]\]. If RI really hamper NBD heterodimerization in the ΔF508 system, the deletion of RI should restore the function of the protein. Indeed, Aleksandrov *et al.* have indicated that RI deletion restores ATP occlusion by NBD1 of the ΔF508 system and has a strong thermostabilizing influence on the channel \[[@b60-15_33]\]. This implies that restriction of RI to a particular conformational state may ameliorate the impact of the ΔF508 mutation.

So far, several MD simulation studies on the effect of F508 deletion have been reported for NBD1 alone \[[@b18-15_33]--[@b21-15_33]\] or an open-state CFTR model \[[@b61-15_33]\], and indicated that the dynamics change induced by the mutation tends to spread almost all over the protein. Such a tendency was found in the present MD simulations. One of the characteristic features of the present study is that the MD simulations were applied to the initial molecular process starting from an inward-facing conformation (channel closed state) to the ATP-occluded state (NBD-heterodimerized state). As a result, we could propose a new hypothesis for the role of RI as discussed above. However, it is important to note that the initial protein structures based on the present homology-modeling might include somewhat unfavorable distortions. Unfortunately, it is difficult to discuss to what extent these potential defects affected the final results. Probably, this problem will be solved not until the present results are compared with those from new simulation studies for recently reported cryo-EM structures of CFTR which is beyond the scope of this study.

Conclusion
==========

In summary, our MD simulations provided insights into the atomistic level mechanisms causing the structural defects, including the allosteric communication between the mutation site and NBD1--NBD2 interface. It should be stressed that these results were obtained by an all-atom MD simulation in which no artificial bias potential to accelerate the conformation sampling was applied. Therefore, we believe that the molecular events observed in this study reliably reproduce the essential aspects of the real system and thus provide good insight for drug design.
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![Time course of RMSD. A: WT, B: ΔF508 (1^st^), C: ΔF508 (2^nd^), D: ΔF508 (3^rd^). In each figure, the data for the whole protein structure (black), TMD1 (green), TMD2 (violet), NBD1 (gold) and NBD2 (cyan) are separately illustrated.](15_33f1){#f1-15_33}

![Snapshot structures at 100 ns. A: WT system, B: ΔF508 (1^st^) system. In both figures, the left is the front view of the whole protein and the right is the view of the two NBDs from the top. The first and the second halves of the protein are depicted in green and cyan ribbons, and ATPs are in CPK models. The position of F508 (WT) and the deleted position of F508 (ΔF508) are indicated by orange circles.](15_33f2){#f2-15_33}

![Close-up views of the vicinity of RI. A: WT, B--D: 1^st^, 2^nd^, and 3^rd^ runs of ΔF508. Each figure corresponds to the snapshot at 100 ns in each run. RI in each figure are depicted in magenta ribbon.](15_33f3){#f3-15_33}

![Time course of the COM distance between the Walker A and Signature motifs. A: Schematic representation of NBD dimer. B: WT, C: ΔF508(1^st^), D: ΔF508(2^nd^), E: ΔF508(3^rd^). The lines for ABP1 and ABP2 are plotted in red and green colors, respectively.](15_33f4){#f4-15_33}

![Results of PCA. A: Visual directions of the whole structure are indicated by black arrows, B: Movements of the NBD1 and ICLs in the WT system, C: Movements of the NBD1 and ICLs in the ΔF508 system. NBDs, ICLs, and F508 are colored by green, blue and red, respectively. In the case of ΔF508, instead of F508, G509 is indicated by red.](15_33f5){#f5-15_33}

![Hydrophobic interaction network (hydrophobic cluster) at the NBD1/ICL4 interface. A: The position of the NBD1/ICL4 interface, B and C: close-up views of the NBD1/ICL4 interfaces in the WT and ΔF508 systems, respectively. Red: F508 and its neighboring region, orange: W496, green: F1068, blue: F1074.](15_33f6){#f6-15_33}

![COM distances between two of the aromatic residues forming the hydrophobic cluster. A: WT, B: ΔF508. In ΔF508, the center of mass between I507 and G509 was defined as the hypothetical position of F508.](15_33f7){#f7-15_33}

![Inter-residue interaction network among ICL1 and NBD1 in the WT and ΔF508 systems. A: The interface region of NBD1/ICL1 in the WT system. Red circle: RecA side of NBD1/ICL1. B: close-up view of the red circle region of A. Five residues (S168, S169, E474, E476, R1066): stick model, dotted red lines: hydrogen bonds. C: The interface region of NBD1/ICL1 in the ΔF508 system. RecA side of NBD1/ICL1. D: close-up view of the red circle region of B. Five residues (S169, K174, E474, E476, R1066): stick model, dotted red line: hydrogen bond.](15_33f8){#f8-15_33}

![The interactions among ATP and its surrounding amino acid residues. A: WT, B: ΔF508. Each solid line connects ATP with its interacting amino acid residue. Each dotted line represents an amino acid pair that directly contributes to the interaction between the two NBDs. The interaction distances are shown in the color gradation from 2.0 (red) to 10.0 (blue) Å.](15_33f9){#f9-15_33}
